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✦ Introduction

✦ X(3872) in heavy ion collisions

✦ X(3872) in jet

What is X(3872)?

✦ Summary
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Exotic State XYZ

• Particle physics textbooks tell us that hadrons appear in 
two modes: 

- mesons ( ) 

- baryons ( )

qq̄
qqq

• Many other types of color singlet compound hadrons, the 
so-called exotics, could exist  

X - unknown 
Y - the vector exotic states  
Z - charged quarkoniumlike states

1−−

Glueball tetraquark pentaquark
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Exotic State X(3872)

• First observed by Belle collaboration (2003)

• Mass 

B ! J/ ⇡+⇡�K
<latexit sha1_base64="MQG2cJ8oaPDCvXPHP6APx2RE3Ng=">AAACA3icbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16k0vwSIIYt0VQY+lXkQvFewDumvJptk2NJsNSVYoS8GLf8WLB0W8+ie8+W9Mt3vQ1oGEYeb7SGYCwajSjvNtzc0vLC4tF1aKq2vrG5v21nZDxYnEpI5jFstWgBRhlJO6ppqRlpAERQEjzWBwOfabD0QqGvM7PRTEj1CP05BipI3UsXer0NMxvD7xhKLQE/T+KLuP4U3HLjllJwOcJW5OSiBHrWN/ed0YJxHhGjOkVNt1hPZTJDXFjIyKXqKIQHiAeqRtKEcRUX6aZRjBA6N0YRhLc7iGmfp7I0WRUsMoMJMR0n017Y3F/7x2osMLP6VcJJpwPHkoTBg0qceFwC6VBGs2NARhSc1fIe4jibA2tRVNCe505FnSOC27Ttm9PStVqnkdBbAH9sEhcME5qIArUAN1gMEjeAav4M16sl6sd+tjMjpn5Ts74A+szx/dN5W6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MQG2cJ8oaPDCvXPHP6APx2RE3Ng=">AAACA3icbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16k0vwSIIYt0VQY+lXkQvFewDumvJptk2NJsNSVYoS8GLf8WLB0W8+ie8+W9Mt3vQ1oGEYeb7SGYCwajSjvNtzc0vLC4tF1aKq2vrG5v21nZDxYnEpI5jFstWgBRhlJO6ppqRlpAERQEjzWBwOfabD0QqGvM7PRTEj1CP05BipI3UsXer0NMxvD7xhKLQE/T+KLuP4U3HLjllJwOcJW5OSiBHrWN/ed0YJxHhGjOkVNt1hPZTJDXFjIyKXqKIQHiAeqRtKEcRUX6aZRjBA6N0YRhLc7iGmfp7I0WRUsMoMJMR0n017Y3F/7x2osMLP6VcJJpwPHkoTBg0qceFwC6VBGs2NARhSc1fIe4jibA2tRVNCe505FnSOC27Ttm9PStVqnkdBbAH9sEhcME5qIArUAN1gMEjeAav4M16sl6sd+tjMjpn5Ts74A+szx/dN5W6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MQG2cJ8oaPDCvXPHP6APx2RE3Ng=">AAACA3icbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16k0vwSIIYt0VQY+lXkQvFewDumvJptk2NJsNSVYoS8GLf8WLB0W8+ie8+W9Mt3vQ1oGEYeb7SGYCwajSjvNtzc0vLC4tF1aKq2vrG5v21nZDxYnEpI5jFstWgBRhlJO6ppqRlpAERQEjzWBwOfabD0QqGvM7PRTEj1CP05BipI3UsXer0NMxvD7xhKLQE/T+KLuP4U3HLjllJwOcJW5OSiBHrWN/ed0YJxHhGjOkVNt1hPZTJDXFjIyKXqKIQHiAeqRtKEcRUX6aZRjBA6N0YRhLc7iGmfp7I0WRUsMoMJMR0n017Y3F/7x2osMLP6VcJJpwPHkoTBg0qceFwC6VBGs2NARhSc1fIe4jibA2tRVNCe505FnSOC27Ttm9PStVqnkdBbAH9sEhcME5qIArUAN1gMEjeAav4M16sl6sd+tjMjpn5Ts74A+szx/dN5W6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MQG2cJ8oaPDCvXPHP6APx2RE3Ng=">AAACA3icbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16k0vwSIIYt0VQY+lXkQvFewDumvJptk2NJsNSVYoS8GLf8WLB0W8+ie8+W9Mt3vQ1oGEYeb7SGYCwajSjvNtzc0vLC4tF1aKq2vrG5v21nZDxYnEpI5jFstWgBRhlJO6ppqRlpAERQEjzWBwOfabD0QqGvM7PRTEj1CP05BipI3UsXer0NMxvD7xhKLQE/T+KLuP4U3HLjllJwOcJW5OSiBHrWN/ed0YJxHhGjOkVNt1hPZTJDXFjIyKXqKIQHiAeqRtKEcRUX6aZRjBA6N0YRhLc7iGmfp7I0WRUsMoMJMR0n017Y3F/7x2osMLP6VcJJpwPHkoTBg0qceFwC6VBGs2NARhSc1fIe4jibA2tRVNCe505FnSOC27Ttm9PStVqnkdBbAH9sEhcME5qIArUAN1gMEjeAav4M16sl6sd+tjMjpn5Ts74A+szx/dN5W6</latexit>

mX = 3871.68± 0.17MeV
<latexit sha1_base64="93jfe4HdzUxg8NOL/mmcaf2Hm0U=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBbBVUhUbDdC0Y0boYJ9QBvCZDpph85MwsxEKKHgxl9x40IRt/6EO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J0wYVdp1v63C0vLK6lpxvbSxubW9Y+/uNVWcSkwaOGaxbIdIEUYFaWiqGWknkiAeMtIKh9cTv/VApKKxuNejhPgc9QWNKEbaSIF9wIM2vIRn1YrnXFRhN+HQdbwKvCXNwC67jjsFXCReTsogRz2wv7q9GKecCI0ZUqrjuYn2MyQ1xYyMS91UkQThIeqTjqECcaL8bPrDGB4bpQejWJoSGk7V3xMZ4kqNeGg6OdIDNe9NxP+8Tqqjqp9RkaSaCDxbFKUM6hhOAoE9KgnWbGQIwpKaWyEeIImwNrGVTAje/MuLpHnqeCa2u/Ny7SqPowgOwRE4AR6ogBq4AXXQABg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+Zq0FK5/ZB39gff4AZA6UJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="93jfe4HdzUxg8NOL/mmcaf2Hm0U=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBbBVUhUbDdC0Y0boYJ9QBvCZDpph85MwsxEKKHgxl9x40IRt/6EO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J0wYVdp1v63C0vLK6lpxvbSxubW9Y+/uNVWcSkwaOGaxbIdIEUYFaWiqGWknkiAeMtIKh9cTv/VApKKxuNejhPgc9QWNKEbaSIF9wIM2vIRn1YrnXFRhN+HQdbwKvCXNwC67jjsFXCReTsogRz2wv7q9GKecCI0ZUqrjuYn2MyQ1xYyMS91UkQThIeqTjqECcaL8bPrDGB4bpQejWJoSGk7V3xMZ4kqNeGg6OdIDNe9NxP+8Tqqjqp9RkaSaCDxbFKUM6hhOAoE9KgnWbGQIwpKaWyEeIImwNrGVTAje/MuLpHnqeCa2u/Ny7SqPowgOwRE4AR6ogBq4AXXQABg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+Zq0FK5/ZB39gff4AZA6UJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="93jfe4HdzUxg8NOL/mmcaf2Hm0U=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBbBVUhUbDdC0Y0boYJ9QBvCZDpph85MwsxEKKHgxl9x40IRt/6EO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J0wYVdp1v63C0vLK6lpxvbSxubW9Y+/uNVWcSkwaOGaxbIdIEUYFaWiqGWknkiAeMtIKh9cTv/VApKKxuNejhPgc9QWNKEbaSIF9wIM2vIRn1YrnXFRhN+HQdbwKvCXNwC67jjsFXCReTsogRz2wv7q9GKecCI0ZUqrjuYn2MyQ1xYyMS91UkQThIeqTjqECcaL8bPrDGB4bpQejWJoSGk7V3xMZ4kqNeGg6OdIDNe9NxP+8Tqqjqp9RkaSaCDxbFKUM6hhOAoE9KgnWbGQIwpKaWyEeIImwNrGVTAje/MuLpHnqeCa2u/Ny7SqPowgOwRE4AR6ogBq4AXXQABg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+Zq0FK5/ZB39gff4AZA6UJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="93jfe4HdzUxg8NOL/mmcaf2Hm0U=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBbBVUhUbDdC0Y0boYJ9QBvCZDpph85MwsxEKKHgxl9x40IRt/6EO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J0wYVdp1v63C0vLK6lpxvbSxubW9Y+/uNVWcSkwaOGaxbIdIEUYFaWiqGWknkiAeMtIKh9cTv/VApKKxuNejhPgc9QWNKEbaSIF9wIM2vIRn1YrnXFRhN+HQdbwKvCXNwC67jjsFXCReTsogRz2wv7q9GKecCI0ZUqrjuYn2MyQ1xYyMS91UkQThIeqTjqECcaL8bPrDGB4bpQejWJoSGk7V3xMZ4kqNeGg6OdIDNe9NxP+8Tqqjqp9RkaSaCDxbFKUM6hhOAoE9KgnWbGQIwpKaWyEeIImwNrGVTAje/MuLpHnqeCa2u/Ny7SqPowgOwRE4AR6ogBq4AXXQABg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+Zq0FK5/ZB39gff4AZA6UJg==</latexit>

• Quantum numbers

JPC = 1++
<latexit sha1_base64="rJZ+MKhWtVzNYM9kVfDUefo784M=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIQqEkIuhFKPYinirYD2jTstlu26WbTdjdCDXkl3jxoIhXf4o3/43bNgdtfTDweG+GmXl+xJnSjvNt5dbWNza38tuFnd29/aJ9cNhUYSwJbZCQh7LtY0U5E7Shmea0HUmKA5/Tlj+pzfzWI5WKheJBTyPqBXgk2JARrI3Ut4t3vaReS9E1cntJuZz27ZJTceZAq8TNSAky1Pv2V3cQkjigQhOOleq4TqS9BEvNCKdpoRsrGmEywSPaMVTggCovmR+eolOjDNAwlKaERnP190SCA6WmgW86A6zHatmbif95nVgPr7yEiSjWVJDFomHMkQ7RLAU0YJISzaeGYCKZuRWRMZaYaJNVwYTgLr+8SprnFdepuPcXpepNFkcejuEEzsCFS6jCLdShAQRieIZXeLOerBfr3fpYtOasbOYI/sD6/AG0SpHO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rJZ+MKhWtVzNYM9kVfDUefo784M=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIQqEkIuhFKPYinirYD2jTstlu26WbTdjdCDXkl3jxoIhXf4o3/43bNgdtfTDweG+GmXl+xJnSjvNt5dbWNza38tuFnd29/aJ9cNhUYSwJbZCQh7LtY0U5E7Shmea0HUmKA5/Tlj+pzfzWI5WKheJBTyPqBXgk2JARrI3Ut4t3vaReS9E1cntJuZz27ZJTceZAq8TNSAky1Pv2V3cQkjigQhOOleq4TqS9BEvNCKdpoRsrGmEywSPaMVTggCovmR+eolOjDNAwlKaERnP190SCA6WmgW86A6zHatmbif95nVgPr7yEiSjWVJDFomHMkQ7RLAU0YJISzaeGYCKZuRWRMZaYaJNVwYTgLr+8SprnFdepuPcXpepNFkcejuEEzsCFS6jCLdShAQRieIZXeLOerBfr3fpYtOasbOYI/sD6/AG0SpHO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rJZ+MKhWtVzNYM9kVfDUefo784M=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIQqEkIuhFKPYinirYD2jTstlu26WbTdjdCDXkl3jxoIhXf4o3/43bNgdtfTDweG+GmXl+xJnSjvNt5dbWNza38tuFnd29/aJ9cNhUYSwJbZCQh7LtY0U5E7Shmea0HUmKA5/Tlj+pzfzWI5WKheJBTyPqBXgk2JARrI3Ut4t3vaReS9E1cntJuZz27ZJTceZAq8TNSAky1Pv2V3cQkjigQhOOleq4TqS9BEvNCKdpoRsrGmEywSPaMVTggCovmR+eolOjDNAwlKaERnP190SCA6WmgW86A6zHatmbif95nVgPr7yEiSjWVJDFomHMkQ7RLAU0YJISzaeGYCKZuRWRMZaYaJNVwYTgLr+8SprnFdepuPcXpepNFkcejuEEzsCFS6jCLdShAQRieIZXeLOerBfr3fpYtOasbOYI/sD6/AG0SpHO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rJZ+MKhWtVzNYM9kVfDUefo784M=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEIQqEkIuhFKPYinirYD2jTstlu26WbTdjdCDXkl3jxoIhXf4o3/43bNgdtfTDweG+GmXl+xJnSjvNt5dbWNza38tuFnd29/aJ9cNhUYSwJbZCQh7LtY0U5E7Shmea0HUmKA5/Tlj+pzfzWI5WKheJBTyPqBXgk2JARrI3Ut4t3vaReS9E1cntJuZz27ZJTceZAq8TNSAky1Pv2V3cQkjigQhOOleq4TqS9BEvNCKdpoRsrGmEywSPaMVTggCovmR+eolOjDNAwlKaERnP190SCA6WmgW86A6zHatmbif95nVgPr7yEiSjWVJDFomHMkQ7RLAU0YJISzaeGYCKZuRWRMZaYaJNVwYTgLr+8SprnFdepuPcXpepNFkcejuEEzsCFS6jCLdShAQRieIZXeLOerBfr3fpYtOasbOYI/sD6/AG0SpHO</latexit>

• Decay pattern

J/ ⇢(⇡+⇡�), J/ !(⇡+⇡�⇡0), D0D̄⇤0/D̄0D⇤0/DD̄⇡, J/ �
<latexit sha1_base64="6q//oweFitoJ+x/96OLNd91S8xQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6q//oweFitoJ+x/96OLNd91S8xQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6q//oweFitoJ+x/96OLNd91S8xQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6q//oweFitoJ+x/96OLNd91S8xQ=">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</latexit>

Belle PRL 91, 262001(2003)

CDF PRL 98, 132002(2007)

LHCb PRL 110, 222001 (2013)

PDG 2012

PDG 2012
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Remaining mystery

✦ The internal structure of X(3872)

Yen-Jie Lee (MIT)

Thank You!

16Observation of X(3872) in PbPb collisions
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Backup Slides

17Observation of X(3872) in PbPb collisions
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Figs from Yen-Jie Lee

Hadronic molecule Tetraquark Hybrid Charmonium

No conclusive statement yet about the internal structure of X(3872).
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✦  Loosely bound molecule state 

The inner structure of X(3872)

D0D̄⇤0/D̄0D⇤0
<latexit sha1_base64="3ufgYnz0B57I33NygP8n8hI4Gew=">AAACB3icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXggSLIC5qRgRdFu3CZQV7gXZaMmmmDc1cSDJCGbpz46u4caGIW1/BnW9j2s5CW38IfPnPOSTn92LBlcb428otLa+sruXXCxubW9s79u5eXUWJpKxGIxHJpkcUEzxkNc21YM1YMhJ4gjW84c2k3nhgUvEovNejmLkB6Yfc55RoY3Xtw0oHtz0iUaWTnuLxWcY4u3ftIi7hqdAiOBkUIVO1a3+1exFNAhZqKohSLQfH2k2J1JwKNi60E8ViQoekz1oGQxIw5abTPcbo2Dg95EfSnFCjqft7IiWBUqPAM50B0QM1X5uY/9Vaifav3JSHcaJZSGcP+YlAOkKTUFCPS0a1GBkgVHLzV0QHRBKqTXQFE4Izv/Ii1M9LDi45dxfF8nUWRx4O4AhOwIFLKMMtVKEGFB7hGV7hzXqyXqx362PWmrOymX34I+vzB2QXlxQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3ufgYnz0B57I33NygP8n8hI4Gew=">AAACB3icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXggSLIC5qRgRdFu3CZQV7gXZaMmmmDc1cSDJCGbpz46u4caGIW1/BnW9j2s5CW38IfPnPOSTn92LBlcb428otLa+sruXXCxubW9s79u5eXUWJpKxGIxHJpkcUEzxkNc21YM1YMhJ4gjW84c2k3nhgUvEovNejmLkB6Yfc55RoY3Xtw0oHtz0iUaWTnuLxWcY4u3ftIi7hqdAiOBkUIVO1a3+1exFNAhZqKohSLQfH2k2J1JwKNi60E8ViQoekz1oGQxIw5abTPcbo2Dg95EfSnFCjqft7IiWBUqPAM50B0QM1X5uY/9Vaifav3JSHcaJZSGcP+YlAOkKTUFCPS0a1GBkgVHLzV0QHRBKqTXQFE4Izv/Ii1M9LDi45dxfF8nUWRx4O4AhOwIFLKMMtVKEGFB7hGV7hzXqyXqx362PWmrOymX34I+vzB2QXlxQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3ufgYnz0B57I33NygP8n8hI4Gew=">AAACB3icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXggSLIC5qRgRdFu3CZQV7gXZaMmmmDc1cSDJCGbpz46u4caGIW1/BnW9j2s5CW38IfPnPOSTn92LBlcb428otLa+sruXXCxubW9s79u5eXUWJpKxGIxHJpkcUEzxkNc21YM1YMhJ4gjW84c2k3nhgUvEovNejmLkB6Yfc55RoY3Xtw0oHtz0iUaWTnuLxWcY4u3ftIi7hqdAiOBkUIVO1a3+1exFNAhZqKohSLQfH2k2J1JwKNi60E8ViQoekz1oGQxIw5abTPcbo2Dg95EfSnFCjqft7IiWBUqPAM50B0QM1X5uY/9Vaifav3JSHcaJZSGcP+YlAOkKTUFCPS0a1GBkgVHLzV0QHRBKqTXQFE4Izv/Ii1M9LDi45dxfF8nUWRx4O4AhOwIFLKMMtVKEGFB7hGV7hzXqyXqx362PWmrOymX34I+vzB2QXlxQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3ufgYnz0B57I33NygP8n8hI4Gew=">AAACB3icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1GXggSLIC5qRgRdFu3CZQV7gXZaMmmmDc1cSDJCGbpz46u4caGIW1/BnW9j2s5CW38IfPnPOSTn92LBlcb428otLa+sruXXCxubW9s79u5eXUWJpKxGIxHJpkcUEzxkNc21YM1YMhJ4gjW84c2k3nhgUvEovNejmLkB6Yfc55RoY3Xtw0oHtz0iUaWTnuLxWcY4u3ftIi7hqdAiOBkUIVO1a3+1exFNAhZqKohSLQfH2k2J1JwKNi60E8ViQoekz1oGQxIw5abTPcbo2Dg95EfSnFCjqft7IiWBUqPAM50B0QM1X5uY/9Vaifav3JSHcaJZSGcP+YlAOkKTUFCPS0a1GBkgVHLzV0QHRBKqTXQFE4Izv/Ii1M9LDi45dxfF8nUWRx4O4AhOwIFLKMMtVKEGFB7hGV7hzXqyXqx362PWmrOymX34I+vzB2QXlxQ=</latexit>
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• X(3872) is a loosely bound state of

• The mass, quantum number and the large isospin 
violation can be understood naturally.

• The large production rate seems to be questionable  
Bignamini et al, PRL 09

• Rescattering effects may enhance the rate, if the upper 
bound of the relative momentum of the molecule state 
is as large as 3m_pi 
Artoisenet and Braaten, PRD 10
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✦ Compact tetraquark state 

The inner structure of X(3872)

• X(3872) is a compact four quark state

Yen-Jie Lee (MIT)

Thank You!

16Observation of X(3872) in PbPb collisions
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Fig. 7. Lagrangian density 3D plot for a four quark system, from [78]. The meson mixing with the tetraquark is sufficiently small to produce such a clear
tetraquark H flux tube.

3.7. Open problems with the molecular model

Themolecular description of the XYZ states hasmany appealing advantages, as we explained during the previous section.
However, it is now hopefully clear that it is also plagued by some serious limitations that make its plain application
questionable. In summary, the most relevant issues with this framework are
1. It is not able to convincingly solve the prompt production problem. The production cross section of a meson molecule

with very small binding energy should be extremely suppressed in high energy collisions at high p?. The high relative
momentum between the two constituents should prevent their binding. This intuition is supported both by MC
simulations (see Appendix A) and experimental data on deuteron, Helium-3 and hypertriton (see Section 3.3). This is
in striking contrast with the prompt production of the X(3872) with p? & 12 GeV.

2. The theory of shallow bound states is universal in the limit E, B ! 0 (see Section 2). However, exception made for the X ,
the would-be binding energy of several XYZ resonances is of some 10 MeV. This value escapes the rigorous application
of the shallow bound state formalism. If this is not possible, one has to rely on phenomenological realizations of the
meson–meson potential (see Section 3.6). This introduces a large degree of model dependence on several quantities
like the binding energy, but also on the very existence of bound states. This is clearly not a problem of the molecular
interpretation per se, but rather of the available models, which have little predictive power.

3. As it can be seen from Table 2, and its obvious extensions, the molecular model predicts a large number of states which
are still largely unobserved.

4. Diquark building blocks

Heavy–light diquarks were introduced by Maiani et al. in [7] to discuss the X(3872) following the suggestion of Jaffe and
Wilczek [77] to use light diquarks in exotic spectroscopy, with particular reference to some experimental hints of a light
pentaquark.

Evidence that in a tetraquark system the twoquarks arrange their color in a diquark before interactingwith the antiquarks
has also been found on the lattice in the static limit [78]. The same authors also show how the four constituents arrange
themselves in a H shaped configuration, as already predicted in the literature [79–83] — see Fig. 7.

The diquark–antidiquark model of XYZ resonances has inspired the search of charged resonances, like the Z(4430)
and Zc,bs since it straightforwardly predicts complete charge multiplets, contrarily to the molecular models applied to the
description of the X(3872) soon after its discovery.

We are convinced that diquarks are good degrees of freedom to understand the XYZ phenomenology, and we will
illustrate the indisputable successes of the diquark–antidiquark model, together with its obvious limitations. The attempt
to incorporate diquarks in an extended picture including the role of meson–meson threshold will be extensively discussed
in Section 6.

4.1. General features

As discussed in Appendix B, in SU(3) there is attraction between qq pairs in the color antitriplet channel and this is just
twice weaker than in the color singlet qq̄ in the one-gluon exchange approximation. Because of this we will usually refer to

• A tetraquark system with two quarks 
arrange their color in a diquark before 
interacting with the antiquarks 

H-shaped configuration from lattice 
simulation


Cardoso, Bicudo, PRD 84 (2011) 054508

• Stimulated the discovery of charged exotic 
states, e.g., Zc(3900)

• The mass, quantum number and the 
large isospin violation can be understood 
naturally.
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The inner structure of X(3872)

✦ Quantum mixture of  χc1(2p) − D0D̄*0

• X(3872) is a mixed state of  and χc1(2p) D0D̄*0/D̄0D*0

|X⟩ = Zcc̄ | χc1(2p)⟩ + Zmol |DD̄*⟩

• Different number of ‘valence’ quarks are superimposed

• Both the two components are substantial: 
✓  component controls the short distance production 
✓  components is mainly in charge of the hadronic decays

χc1
DD̄*

Meng, Gao and Chao

PRD 87(2013)074035

Γρ ¼ 0.1491 GeV from Ref. [9], using the functional form

BWρðp2
ρÞ ¼ ðp2

ρ −m2
ρ þ iΓρ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2
ρ − 4m2

π

q
Þ−1, and integrat-

ing out the πþπ− phase space numerically, we find the
Xð3872Þ decay distribution,WXðθÞ, to have the same formas
in Eq. (2), with θ now being the polar angle of the J=ψ flight
direction in the Xð3872Þ rest frame, and the polarization
parameter therein to be

λXθ ¼ fð1 − RÞ
2 − f þ R

; ð5Þ

where R ¼ σX00=σ
X
11 and f ¼ ð−0.56þ 1.28gþ 3.12g2Þ=

ð13.7þ 30.6gþ 18.2g2Þ. Finally, we determine g by fitting
to the distributions of the Xð3872Þ → J=ψπþπ− partial
decay width in the πþπ− invariant mass mππ , normalized
to unity, asmeasured by CMS [17] in the range 0.5 < mππ <
0.78 GeV and by ATLAS [18] in the range 0.28 <
mππ < 0.79 GeV. We thus obtain g ¼ −0.51% 0.10 with
χ2=d:o:f: ¼ 35.3=22 ¼ 1.60. The goodness of the fit can
also be judged from Fig. 1, which also contains the
predictions evaluated with either A1

μ or A2
μ alone. The latter

results are somewhat worse, yielding χ2=d:o:f: values of
45.9=23 ¼ 2.00 and 80.0=23 ¼ 3.48, respectively. Other
realistic functional forms of BWρðp2

ρÞ yield very similar
results, albeit with slightly larger χ2=d:o:f: values. Inserting
our fit result for g in Eq. (5) and setting in turn σX00 ¼ 0 and
σX11 ¼ 0, we obtain the allowed corridor −0.066 ≤ λXθ ≤
0.141, where the lower bound f=ð2 − fÞ, upper bound −f,
and 0 correspond to totally transversely, totally longitudi-
nally, and unpolarizedXð3872Þ’s, respectively. Our result for
WXðθÞ is new.We caution the reader that the functional form
of f depends on the πþπ− phase space integrated over, so
that λXθ does depend on the experimental acceptance cuts
applied. This must be taken into account in the extraction
of polarization parameters from experimental data
of Xð3872Þ → J=ψπþπ−.
In our NLO NRQCD calculations, we use the on-shell

mass mc ¼ 1.5 GeV and the two-loop formula for α
ðnfÞ
s

with nf ¼ 4 active quark flavors. As for the proton PDFs,
we adopt the CTEQ6M set [39], which comes with

asymptotic scale parameter Λð4Þ
QCD ¼ 326 MeV. We choose

the MS renormalization, factorization, and NRQCD scales
to be μr ¼ μf ¼ ξmT and μΛ ¼ ηmc, respectively, where
mT ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2
T þ 4m2

c

p
is the transverse mass, and independ-

ently vary ξ and η by a factor of 2 up and down about their
default values ξ ¼ η ¼ 1 to estimate the scale uncertainty.
The branching fraction B of Xð3872Þ → J=ψπþπ− is not

yet known, so that we can only determine the
products hŌX½n'iB. In our previous fit [19], we included
CDF [2,15], LHCb [16], and CMS [17] data of prompt
Xð3872Þ hadroproduction. Here, we perform an
update by also including the recent ATLAS data [18].
We obtain hŌX½3P½1'

1 'iB ¼ 0.34þ0.12
−0.15 × 10−2 GeV5 and

hŌX½3S½8'1 'iB ¼ 0.83þ0.12
−0.16 × 10−4 GeV3, in good agreement

with both our previous two-parameter fits [19], including
and excluding the LHCb [16] data, lying in between
them. The fit quality is excellent, with χ2=d:o:f: ¼
7.25=9 ¼ 0.81. This is also evident from Fig. 2, where
the cross sections of Xð3872Þ prompt hadroproduction,
differential in pX

T , as measured by CMS [17] and ATLAS
[18] are compared with our NLO NRQCD results. Also
the integrated cross sections σpromptðpp̄ → Xð3872Þ þ
anythingÞB ¼ ð3.1% 0.7Þ nb and σpromptðpp→Xð3872Þþ
anythingÞB¼ð4.26%1.23Þ nb measured by CDF [2,15]
and LHCb [16] are compatible with our respective NLO
NRQCD results, (2.2% 0.8) and ð5.8% 1.5Þ nb. Here and
in the following, the theoretical uncertainties are evaluated
by combining the scale and fit errors in quadrature.
Excluding the CDF [2,15] and LHCb [16] data from our
fit and so imposing the cut pT > 10 GeV, we obtain
hŌX½3P½1'

1 'iB ¼ 0.38þ0.16
−0.20 × 10−2 GeV5 and hŌX½3S½8'1 'iB ¼

0.86þ0.13
−0.19 × 10−4 GeV3, with χ2=d:o:f: ¼ 3.83=7 ¼ 0.55.

Adopting these fit results instead would have an insignifi-
cant effect on the predictions below.
Imposing the 90%-C.L. lower bound B > 3.2% [9],

we derive the upper bounds hŌX½3P½1'
1 'i<0.11þ0.038

−0.047 GeV
5

and hŌX½3S½8'1 'i < 2.6þ0.38
−0.50 × 10−3 GeV3. Since the factor

jhχc1ð2PÞjXð3872Þij2 cancels in the ratio r¼m2
chŌX½3S½8'1 'i=

hŌX½3P½1'
1 'i, we can also extract valuable information on the

χcJð2PÞ LDMEs,
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FIG. 1. The mππ distributions of ΓðXð3872Þ → J=ψπþπ−Þ
measured by CMS [17] (left panel) and ATLAS [18] (right
panel), normalized to unity across the experimental mππ ranges,
are compared with our theoretical predictions based on A1
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in Eq. (4) with fitted value of g (solid lines).
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heavy quark spin symmetry [23] have been adopted to
truncate the formula to 3S½1;8"1 terms. The coefficients
σ̂ð3S½1;8"1 Þ are the same as those in the charmonium cross
section. We evaluate them at NLO in the same scheme
mentioned above, and we find that the ratio σ̂ð3S½1"1 Þ=σ̂ð3S½8"1 Þ
is about 5.3 × 10−4 for the CDF with pT > 5 GeV, and
1.5 × 10−4 for the CMS with pT > 10 GeV [the coefficient
σ̂ð3S½1"1 Þ has been divided by 2Nc to match the convention in
Ref. [15]]. Note that the matrix elements in Eq. (7) are of the
same order, and thus the color-singlet contributions can be
neglected.
Furthermore, the matrix elements hODD̄% ð3S½1;8"1 Þi for a

loosely bound state should be much smaller than those of
charmonia, which can be justified by the calculations of
Refs. [13,14]; thus, we neglect the contributions from
Eq. (7) in our mixing model. However, Artoisenet and
Braaten [15] argued that the DD̄%=D̄D% rescattering effects
could enhance the molecule matrix elements to be con-
sistent with the CDF data of total cross section for Xð3872Þ.
Anyway, the two models are different in different combi-
nations of channels in Eqs. (3) and (7). This result is thanks
to the cross section pT distribution of Xð3872Þmeasured by
the CMS Collaboration [18], which allows us to compare
the two different combinations in the two models.
Using formulas (2) and (3), we fit the CMS pT data

(
ffiffiffi
S

p
¼ 7 TeV, jyj < 1.2) [18] by minimizing the χ2, and

the results are shown in Fig. 1 with the outcomes

r ¼ 0.26' 0.07; k ¼ 0.014' 0.006; ð8Þ

where the central values correspond to χ2=2 ¼ 0.26, and
the larger error bars, indicated by the broad band in Fig. 1,

are due to the insensitivity of the pT distribution to the
parameter r in the range 0.20–0.40. Nevertheless, one can
see that the central value of r in Eq. (8) is almost the same as
that in Ref. [19]; i.e., r ¼ 0.27 for χc1ð1PÞ. This may imply
that Xð3872Þ can be produced through its χ0c1 component at
short distances. In comparison, the pT behavior of the 3S½8"1

channel is also shown solely in Fig. 1, which can hardly
explain the data. Thus, the molecule production mechanism
in Eq. (7), where the contribution from the 3S½1"1 can be
neglected as mentioned above, is disfavored by the
CMS data. More explicitly, we use (7) to fit the pT
distribution and get

hODD̄%ð3S½8"1 ÞiBr0¼ 6.0×10−5 GeV3; χ2=3¼ 1.03: ð9Þ

For the CDF window (
ffiffiffi
S

p
¼ 1.96 TeV, jyj < 0.6,

pT > 5 GeV), using the central values in Eq. (8), we
predict the total cross section to be

σthCDFðpp → XðJ=ψπþπ−ÞÞ ¼ 2.5' 0.7 nb; ð10Þ

which is consistent with the data in Eq. (1). Besides, since
the pT distributions of Xð3872Þ and ψ 0 production are very
similar both for the CMS [18] and D0 data [3], one may
expect that the same case would also occur for the CDF
data. Therefore, we compare our prediction for the CDF pT
distribution of Xð3872Þ, denoted by the red line (central
values) and green bands (with errors), with the data of ψ 0

[24] in Fig. 2, where the total cross section of ψ 0 has been
rescaled to be the central values in Eq. (10). Figure 2 indeed
shows a similarity between the measured pT distribution of
ψ 0 and the predicted one of Xð3872Þ, which should be
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FIG. 1. The pT distribution of the prompt production cross
section of Xð3872Þ. The CMS data are taken from Ref. [18]. The
theoretical curves are obtained from the two-parameter fits. The
dashed, dot-dashed, and solid lines represent the 3S½8"1 , 3P½1"

1 , and
total contributions, respectively. The green bands denote the
uncertainties of the total results.
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✦ X(3872) is usually studied in leptonic or hadronic 
collisions 

✦ HI is very different with pp, which could provide a 
unique opportunity to explore the nature of X(3872)

X(3872) production in heavy ion collisions

9



X(3872) production in heavy ion collisions

✦ Rich quark/gluon environment in HI

ALICE collaboration

PRL 116 (2016) 222302

10



X(3872) production in heavy ion collisions

✦ First experimental evidence of X(3872) in HI

Yen-Jie Lee (MIT)

Invariant Mass Spectra in PbPb Collisions at 5 TeV

7Observation of X(3872) in PbPb collisions

ψ(2S)
X(3872)

• First evidence of inclusive X(3872)
production in heavy ion collisions!

(statistical significance > 3 σ)

• A clear ψ(2S) signal to the same 
final state is also observed

• To gain more insights: quantify the 
prompt X(3872) to ψ(2S) ratio

CMS-PAS-HIN-19-005

Yen-Jie Lee (MIT)

Reconstruction of X(3872) and ψ(2S)

4Observation of X(3872) in PbPb collisions

μ+

μ-

J/ψ

π+

π-

X(3872) →J/ψ π+π- → μ+μ-π+π- was used for X reconstruction
ψ(2S) also decays through the same chain

Prompt X(3872) and ψ(2S)

Primary Vertex

Nonprompt X(3872) and ψ(2S)
from b hadron decays

Primary Vertex

μ+
μ-

J/ψ

π+

π-

b → X + hadrons

 was used for reconstruction.X(3872) → J/ψπ+π−

11



X(3872) production in heavy ion collisions

✦ Theoretical estimation of X(3872) in HI

Yen-Jie Lee (MIT)

EXHIC Collaboration

22Observation of X(3872) in PbPb collisions
ExHIC collaboration

PRL 106 (2011) 212001

molecule

tetraquark

Orders of magnitude 
difference indicates the 
advantage of HI in 
identifying the inner 
structure of X(3872).

12



X(3872) production in heavy ion collisions

✦A “realistic” simulation by AMPT

3

FIG. 1: (Color online) Illustration of the structure of the
default AMPT model.

FIG. 2: (Color online) Illustration of the structure of the
AMPT model with string melting.

A. Initial conditions

1. The default AMPT model

In the default AMPT model, initial conditions for
heavy ion collisions at RHIC are obtained from the HI-
JING model [51, 52, 53, 54]. In this model, the ra-

dial density profiles of the two colliding nuclei are taken
to have Woods-Saxon shapes, and multiple scatterings
among incoming nucleons are treated in the eikonal for-
malism. Particle production from two colliding nucleons
is described in terms of a hard and a soft component.
The hard component involves processes in which the mo-
mentum transfer is larger than a cutoff momentum p0

and is evaluated by the pQCD using the parton distri-
bution function in a nucleus. These hard processes lead
to the production of energetic minijet partons and are
treated via the PYTHIA program. The soft component,
on the other hand, takes into account non-perturbative
processes with momentum transfer below p0 and is mod-
eled by the formation of strings. The excited strings are
assumed to decay independently according to the Lund
JETSET fragmentation model.

From the pp and pp̄ total cross sections and the ratio of
σel/σtot in the energy range 20 <

√
s < 1800 GeV, it has

been found that the experimental data can be fitted with
a nucleon-nucleon soft cross section σs(s) = 57 mb at
high energies and p0 = 2 GeV/c [51]. The independence
of these two parameters on the colliding energy is due to
the use of the Duke-Owens set 1 for the parton distribu-
tion function [62] in the nucleon. With different parton
distribution functions, an energy-dependent p0 may be
needed to fit the same pp and pp̄ data [63, 64]. We note
that since the number of hard collisions in an A+A colli-
sion roughly scales as A4/3 and grows fast with colliding
energy while the number of strings roughly scales as A,
minijet production becomes more important when the
energy of heavy ion collisions increases [51, 65].

Because of nuclear shadowing, both quark [66] and
gluon [67] distribution functions in nuclei are different
from the simple superposition of their distributions in
a nucleon. This effect has been included in the HIJING
model via the following impact-parameter-dependent but
Q2(and flavor)-independent parameterization [52]:

RA(x, r) ≡
fA

a (x, Q2, r)

AfN
a (x, Q2)

= 1 + 1.19 ln1/6A(x3 − 1.2x2 + 0.21x)

−
[

αA(r)−
1.08(A1/3 − 1)

√
x

ln(A + 1)

]

e−x2/0.01,(1)

where x is the light-cone momentum fraction of parton a,
and fa is the parton distribution function. The impact-
parameter dependence of the nuclear shadowing effect is
controlled by

αA(r) = 0.133(A1/3 − 1)
√

1 − r2/R2
A, (2)

with r denoting the transverse distance of an interacting
nucleon from the center of the nucleus with radius RA =
1.2A1/3. Note that there is a modified HIJING model
which uses a different parameterization for the nuclear
shadowing that is also flavor-dependent [63].

To take into account the Lorentz boost effect, we have
introduced a formation time for minijet partons that de-

Z.-W. Lin et al, PRC 72 (2005) 064901

13



X(3872) simulation by AMPT

✦ Calibration of the baseline

• AMPT does not have spin degrees of freedom, we distribute the yield 
into different spin state according to thermal model approximation

• 30% from D* and 70% from D 
• 35% for spin triplet, 65% from spin singlet diquark

14
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X(3872) simulation by AMPT
• X(3872) coalescence 

1. Partonic coalescence of 
diquark and anti-diquark 

2. The relative distance 
between diquark pairs

 

3. mass: 

R[cq][c̄q̄] < 1 fm

2M|00⟩0
< MX < 2M|11⟩0

1. Coalescence of D mesons 

2. The average size: 
 

3. mass: 

RDD̄* ∼ 5 − 7 fm

2MD < MX < 2MD*

15

Zhang, Liao, Wang, Wang, Xing

arXiv: 2004.00024



X(3872) production in heavy ion collisions

✦ pT and rapidity dependence

Orders of magnitude difference between hadronic 
molecule and compact tetraquark scenarios, an 

unique opportunity for HI collisions.

16

✦ Total yields in 1M events
220k for hadronic molecule and 880 for compact 

tetraquark state.



X(3872) production in heavy ion collisions

✦ Centrality dependence 

17

• Strongly decreasing for hadronic molecule 
• Mild change for compact tetraquark  
• System size dependence could be a good probe to X(3872) 

inner structure.
more differential = more power



X(3872) production in heavy ion collisions

✦ Elliptic flow

18

• Elliptic flow is the key observable for collective property of 
bulk medium 

• This is the first estimation of elliptic flow for exotic states  
• Quark number scaling of tetraquark state?

ALICE
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Puzzling result from CMS

• Energy loss leads to suppression in large pt 
• Disassociation leads to suppression in large pt 
• What caused enhancement in large pt? Strong coalescence/

regeneration? 
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X(3872) in large pt

✦ Quantum mixture of  χc1(2p) − D0D̄*0

|X⟩ = Zcc̄ | χc1(2p)⟩ + Zmol |DD̄*⟩

n =3 S8
1 , 3P1

1

•  Quantum mixture scenario is successful in large  region, confirmed 
by two groups from NLO NRQCD, but with different LDMEs.

pT

• Both loosely bound hadronic molecule and compact tetraquark 
state have problems to describe large  X(3872) pT

Butenschoen, He and Kniehl

PRL 123(2019)032001

Meng, Han and Chao

PRD 96(2017)074014

• NRQCD

• LDMEs

Kniehl
Chao

3S8
1 (GeV3) 3P1

1 (GeV5)

0.83+0.12
−0.16 × 10−4

0.87+0.71
−0.51 × 10−4

0.34+0.12
−0.15 × 10−2

0.75+0.32
−0.32 × 10−3



X(3872) production in jet

             Introduction                           Proton-Proton                                  Heavy-Ion                             Conclusions 

Conclusions

31

• Significant progress toward precision studies

• QCD factorization theorems

• New observables to probe the QGP

• Challenge and opportunity for model calculations

• Further studies of groomed observables
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✦ Jet substructure
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✦ Light hadron production in jet

Jet substructure

F (zh, pT ) =
d�h

dpT d⌘dzh

�
d�h

dpT d⌘
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Jet fragmentation function            l
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p

p

• Jet substructure observable studying the distribution of hadrons inside a jet

• Provides further constraints for fits of fragmentation functions 

• Possible studies include spin correlations and TMDs 

• Differential probe for the modification of jets in AA and eA

jet, pT

hadron, phT

pp ! (jeth)X

Better observables to probe fragmentation process

§ Hadron distribution inside a jet

9

R! { , , }i Ti i iEα η φ=

h

Light charged hadrons

D meson

zh =
Eh

Ejet

p+ p ! jet (h) +X

J/!

22

NLO + LL can describe the light hadron data very well.

Xing et al., JHEP (2016)

Kang et al., JHEP  



✦ Open heavy flavor production in jet

Jet substructure
Jet fragmentation function for heavy meson

§ Using D meson FFs fitted from e+e- data

13

Kneesch, Kniehl, Kramer, Schienbein, 08

New fit of D-meson FFs needed

Using ZM-VFNS scheme:
Chien, Kang, Ringer, Vitev, Xing, 
1512.06851, JHEP 16
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A new global analysis of FFs

§ New fit of D-meson FFs

14

New fit of D-meson FFs: 
Stratmann, et.al., PRD 2017
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Confirms our earlier guess

See talk by Vitev on Monday
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NLO + LL failed to describe the open heavy flavor data,  
eventually leads to new FFs global fit.

Xing et al., JHEP (2016)

Anderle et al., PRD (2017)



Jet substructure

✦ Heavy quarkonium production in jet
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Phenomenology at the LHC.—We now present calcu-
lations for the J=ψ production and polarization within a
fully reconstructed jet in proton-proton collisions at the
LHC. We choose a center-of-mass energy of

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 7 TeV,

and assume that the jets are reconstructed through the anti-
kT algorithm with a jet radius of R ¼ 0.6. For J=ψ
production, we include all the relevant states: 3S½1#1 , 1S½8#0 ,
2S½8#1 , 3P½8#

J . Thus, the results will depend on four NRQCD
LDMEs: hOJ=ψð3S½1#1 Þi, hOJ=ψ ð1S½8#0 Þi, hOJ=ψð3S½8#1 Þi, and
hOJ=ψ ð3P½8#

0 Þi. These LDMEs have been fitted to J=ψpT
spectra by different groups which obtained very different
values. Specifically, we adopt the results from four groups:
Bodwin et al. in [7], Butenschoen et al. in [4], Chao et al.
in [5], and Gong et al. in [6]. See Table I for the relevant
numerical values. Below, the different fits will be referred
to as Bodwin, Butenschoen, Chao, and Gong.
In Fig. 1, we plot the jet fragmentation function

FJ=ψðzh; pTÞ as a function of zh for three different jet
transverse momentum pT bins: [50, 100], [100, 150],
[150, 200] GeV. One finds that the LDMEs from different
groups lead to very different results for FJ=ψðzh; pTÞ. For
example, the parametrizations of Butenschoen and Gong
can lead to a difference of almost an order of magnitude for
the jet fragmentation function in the small zh region. This is
caused mainly by the difference in signs of the LDMEs.
The drastic difference between the J=ψ-jet fragmentation
function in Fig. 1, evaluated with the LDMEs from
different groups, precisely demonstrates that the J=ψ
inclusive pT-spectrum, as an inclusive observable, does
not have the discriminative power to fully constrain the four
relevant NRQCD LDMEs. However, as a more differential
observable (in zh), the J=ψ-jet fragmentation function is a
much more sensitive probe of these NRQCD LDMEs. The
fact that the experimental measurements on the J=ψ-jet
fragmentation function at the LHC have already begun [20]
is very encouraging.
To further explore the discriminative power of the J=ψ

distribution in the jet, we study the polarization of J=ψ
mesons in the jet, i.e., the observable λF as defined in
Eq. (6). In Fig. 2, we show the result for λF as a function of
zh, where the jet pT is integrated over the interval of
[50, 100] GeV. Again the parametrizations of different

groups lead to distinctive predictions for the J=ψ polari-
zation in the jet. For example, the Gong parametrization
gives a transverse polarization λF > 0 at small zh ≲ 0.4,
which then becomes a longitudinal polarization λF < 0 at
large zh. On the other hand, all three other parametrizations
lead to a transverse polarization λF > 0 at large zh, while
the polarizations differ at small zh with very different
magnitudes from that of the Gong parametrization.
This vast difference shows, once again, the great dis-

criminative power of J=ψ-jet fragmentation functions,
which is extremely good in terms of verifying NRQCD
factorization formalism and constraining NRQCD LDMEs.
It is instructive to emphasize that all the LDMEs were
obtained, so far, by fitting only the data from the inclusive

TABLE I. J=ψ NRQCD LDMEs from four different groups.

hOð3S½1#1 Þi
GeV3

hOð1S½8#0 Þi
10−2 GeV3

hOð3S½8#1 Þi
10−2 GeV3

hOð3P½8#
0 Þi

10−2 GeV5

Bodwin 0a 9.9 1.1 1.1
Butenschoen 1.32 3.04 0.16 −0.91
Chao 1.16 8.9 0.30 1.26
Gong 1.16 9.7 −0.46 −2.14
aNote: in [7], the contribution from the 3S½1#1 state is assumed to be
small and excluded from the fit.

FIG. 1. The jet fragmentation function FJ=ψ ðzh; pTÞ as a
function of zh at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 7 TeV. Jets are reconstructed using the

anti-kT algorithm with R ¼ 0.6 and jηj < 1.2. The numbers in the
square brackets correspond to different jet transverse momentum
pT bins.

FIG. 2. The polarization of J=ψ mesons in the jet (λF) plotted as
a function of zh. The jet pT is integrated from 50 to 100 GeV.
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spectra by different groups which obtained very different
values. Specifically, we adopt the results from four groups:
Bodwin et al. in [7], Butenschoen et al. in [4], Chao et al.
in [5], and Gong et al. in [6]. See Table I for the relevant
numerical values. Below, the different fits will be referred
to as Bodwin, Butenschoen, Chao, and Gong.
In Fig. 1, we plot the jet fragmentation function

FJ=ψðzh; pTÞ as a function of zh for three different jet
transverse momentum pT bins: [50, 100], [100, 150],
[150, 200] GeV. One finds that the LDMEs from different
groups lead to very different results for FJ=ψðzh; pTÞ. For
example, the parametrizations of Butenschoen and Gong
can lead to a difference of almost an order of magnitude for
the jet fragmentation function in the small zh region. This is
caused mainly by the difference in signs of the LDMEs.
The drastic difference between the J=ψ-jet fragmentation
function in Fig. 1, evaluated with the LDMEs from
different groups, precisely demonstrates that the J=ψ
inclusive pT-spectrum, as an inclusive observable, does
not have the discriminative power to fully constrain the four
relevant NRQCD LDMEs. However, as a more differential
observable (in zh), the J=ψ-jet fragmentation function is a
much more sensitive probe of these NRQCD LDMEs. The
fact that the experimental measurements on the J=ψ-jet
fragmentation function at the LHC have already begun [20]
is very encouraging.
To further explore the discriminative power of the J=ψ

distribution in the jet, we study the polarization of J=ψ
mesons in the jet, i.e., the observable λF as defined in
Eq. (6). In Fig. 2, we show the result for λF as a function of
zh, where the jet pT is integrated over the interval of
[50, 100] GeV. Again the parametrizations of different

groups lead to distinctive predictions for the J=ψ polari-
zation in the jet. For example, the Gong parametrization
gives a transverse polarization λF > 0 at small zh ≲ 0.4,
which then becomes a longitudinal polarization λF < 0 at
large zh. On the other hand, all three other parametrizations
lead to a transverse polarization λF > 0 at large zh, while
the polarizations differ at small zh with very different
magnitudes from that of the Gong parametrization.
This vast difference shows, once again, the great dis-

criminative power of J=ψ-jet fragmentation functions,
which is extremely good in terms of verifying NRQCD
factorization formalism and constraining NRQCD LDMEs.
It is instructive to emphasize that all the LDMEs were
obtained, so far, by fitting only the data from the inclusive

TABLE I. J=ψ NRQCD LDMEs from four different groups.
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• Both four sets of LDMEs 
can describe inclusive  
production in pp at high  . 

• Significant difference in the 
prediction for JFFs. 

•  in jet is a sensitivity 
observable to probe the  
production mechanism.

J/ψ
pT

J/ψ
J/ψ



Quarkonium production in the jet

§ J/!-in-jet measurement from LHCb
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Production: Baumgart, Leibovich, Mehen, Rothstein, JHEP 14
Polarization: Kang, Ringer, Xing, et.al., PRL17
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✦  polarization in jetJ/ψ
Jet substructure

Phenomenology at the LHC.—We now present calcu-
lations for the J=ψ production and polarization within a
fully reconstructed jet in proton-proton collisions at the
LHC. We choose a center-of-mass energy of

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 7 TeV,

and assume that the jets are reconstructed through the anti-
kT algorithm with a jet radius of R ¼ 0.6. For J=ψ
production, we include all the relevant states: 3S½1#1 , 1S½8#0 ,
2S½8#1 , 3P½8#

J . Thus, the results will depend on four NRQCD
LDMEs: hOJ=ψð3S½1#1 Þi, hOJ=ψ ð1S½8#0 Þi, hOJ=ψð3S½8#1 Þi, and
hOJ=ψ ð3P½8#

0 Þi. These LDMEs have been fitted to J=ψpT
spectra by different groups which obtained very different
values. Specifically, we adopt the results from four groups:
Bodwin et al. in [7], Butenschoen et al. in [4], Chao et al.
in [5], and Gong et al. in [6]. See Table I for the relevant
numerical values. Below, the different fits will be referred
to as Bodwin, Butenschoen, Chao, and Gong.
In Fig. 1, we plot the jet fragmentation function

FJ=ψðzh; pTÞ as a function of zh for three different jet
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[150, 200] GeV. One finds that the LDMEs from different
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example, the parametrizations of Butenschoen and Gong
can lead to a difference of almost an order of magnitude for
the jet fragmentation function in the small zh region. This is
caused mainly by the difference in signs of the LDMEs.
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function in Fig. 1, evaluated with the LDMEs from
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inclusive pT-spectrum, as an inclusive observable, does
not have the discriminative power to fully constrain the four
relevant NRQCD LDMEs. However, as a more differential
observable (in zh), the J=ψ-jet fragmentation function is a
much more sensitive probe of these NRQCD LDMEs. The
fact that the experimental measurements on the J=ψ-jet
fragmentation function at the LHC have already begun [20]
is very encouraging.
To further explore the discriminative power of the J=ψ

distribution in the jet, we study the polarization of J=ψ
mesons in the jet, i.e., the observable λF as defined in
Eq. (6). In Fig. 2, we show the result for λF as a function of
zh, where the jet pT is integrated over the interval of
[50, 100] GeV. Again the parametrizations of different

groups lead to distinctive predictions for the J=ψ polari-
zation in the jet. For example, the Gong parametrization
gives a transverse polarization λF > 0 at small zh ≲ 0.4,
which then becomes a longitudinal polarization λF < 0 at
large zh. On the other hand, all three other parametrizations
lead to a transverse polarization λF > 0 at large zh, while
the polarizations differ at small zh with very different
magnitudes from that of the Gong parametrization.
This vast difference shows, once again, the great dis-

criminative power of J=ψ-jet fragmentation functions,
which is extremely good in terms of verifying NRQCD
factorization formalism and constraining NRQCD LDMEs.
It is instructive to emphasize that all the LDMEs were
obtained, so far, by fitting only the data from the inclusive

TABLE I. J=ψ NRQCD LDMEs from four different groups.
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hOð1S½8#0 Þi
10−2 GeV3

hOð3S½8#1 Þi
10−2 GeV3

hOð3P½8#
0 Þi

10−2 GeV5

Bodwin 0a 9.9 1.1 1.1
Butenschoen 1.32 3.04 0.16 −0.91
Chao 1.16 8.9 0.30 1.26
Gong 1.16 9.7 −0.46 −2.14
aNote: in [7], the contribution from the 3S½1#1 state is assumed to be
small and excluded from the fit.

FIG. 1. The jet fragmentation function FJ=ψ ðzh; pTÞ as a
function of zh at

ffiffiffi
s

p
¼ 7 TeV. Jets are reconstructed using the

anti-kT algorithm with R ¼ 0.6 and jηj < 1.2. The numbers in the
square brackets correspond to different jet transverse momentum
pT bins.

FIG. 2. The polarization of J=ψ mesons in the jet (λF) plotted as
a function of zh. The jet pT is integrated from 50 to 100 GeV.
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J=ψ cross sections, and some of the fits need major
cancellations between the production channels with differ-
ent LDMEs. It is, then, entirely possible that the J=ψ
fragmentation functions which are expressed in terms of the
same LDMEs, but with a very different combination of
perturbative coefficients, can be negative or unphysical.
The major cancellation obtained when fitting the pT
distribution may not be satisfied when evaluating the
J=ψ fragmentation functions. This explains why we find
jλFj > 1 when using the LDMEs of one particular fit at
certain values of zh in Fig. 2. In this sense, the J=ψ-jet
fragmentation functions can clearly lead to more stringent
constraints on the LDMEs. In fact, one can even combine
the usual J=ψpT-spectrum data with the J=ψ-jet fragmen-
tation function data to perform a joint global fit to extract
NRQCD LDMEs. Such a global fit is expected to give much
better constrained LDMEs, which would lead to more
accurate information on heavy quarkonium formation.
To end this part, we discuss how our theoretical

calculations with the existing LDMEs have resulted in
the λF as shown in Fig. 2. The polarization λF of a physical
J=ψ is determined by the relative size of LDMEs, as well as
the polarization properties for producing the four corre-
sponding partonic ½QQ̄ðnÞ$ states, which are determined by
the perturbative coefficients d̂T;Li→½QQ̄ðnÞ$ in Eq. (7). For these

four relevant partonic ½QQ̄ðnÞ$ states, we have: (1) 1S½8$0

with J ¼ 0 has no polarization preference. (2) the 3S½1$1

channel has a small preference toward a transverse polari-
zation from our calculation. (3) 3S½8$1 has a strong preference
toward a transverse polarization in the large zh region due
to the contribution ∼δð1 − zhÞ from the g → cc̄ fragmen-
tation process. However, it leads to a longitudinal polari-
zation in the small zh region due to DGLAP evolution.
(4) The 3P½8$

J contribution tends to have a longitudinal
polarization.
With the knowledge of the polarization properties for

producing the four partonic ½QQ̄ðnÞ$ states, given above,
and the numerical values of the LDMEs summarized in
Table I, we are able to achieve a qualitative understanding
of λF for the production of the hadronic J=ψ state in
Fig. 2. Taking the Butenschoen LDMEs as an example, in
Fig. 3, we plot the individual contributions to λF from
different channels: 3S½1$1 , 1S½8$0 , 3S½8$1 , 3P½8$

J . Since the para-
metrization by Butenschoen has a positive value for the
hOð3S½8$1 ÞiLDME, we obtain a transverse polarization
(λF > 0) for almost all values of zh, while it turns into a
longitudinal polarization (λF < 0) at small zh, consistent
with the polarization properties of producing the partonic
QQ̄ð3S½8$1 Þ state. On the other hand, a negative hOð3P½8$

0 Þi,
leads to a transverse polarization for the physical J=ψ
production (λF > 0), which is opposite to the polarization
contribution of producing the partonic QQ̄ð3P½8$

J Þ state.

Therefore, one observes the additive and competing effects
between the 3S½8$1 and 3P½8$

J contributions at large and small
zh, respectively. The results for the other parametrizations
in Fig. 2 can be understood in a similar way.
This detailed analysis shows that the behavior and size

of λF in different zh regions is very sensitive to the short-
distance coefficients as well as the different values of the
LDMEs. Future measurements of the production and
polarization of J=ψ mesons inside the jet will be very
valuable to constrain the NRQCD formalism and LDMEs
and, in turn, provide unique information on the heavy
quarkonium production mechanism.
Conclusions.—In this Letter, we studied the distribution

and polarization of J=ψ mesons within a jet in proton-
proton collisions at the LHC. Using a recently developed
factorized formalism within SCET, we performed the
resummation of single logarithms of the jet radius param-
eter R up to next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy for the
J=ψ distribution inside jets at LHC energies. We found that
the NRQCD long-distance matrix elements extracted from
a global analysis by four different groups lead to very
different predictions for the J=ψ distribution inside the jet.
Even though the parametrization of these four groups all
describe the inclusive J=ψ cross section, the predicted J=ψ
distribution inside the jet can differ by an order of
magnitude for certain zh regions. We further defined an
observable λF which gives the polarization of J=ψ mesons
in the jet. We found that this observable leads to even more
discriminative power, and thus, it can provide better
constraints for the LDMEs in global fits and more accurate
information on the nonperturbative formation of heavy
quarkonia. A complimentary study in [41] provided similar
conclusions. We encourage the experimentalists to perform
such measurements at the LHC and RHIC. We expect that

FIG. 3. The contributions to λF from different channels: 3S½1$1 ,
1S½8$0 , 3S½8$1 , 3P½8$

J are plotted as a function of zh. The NRQCD
LDMEs are taken from Butenschoen et al. [4].
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Jet substructure - X(3872)

Prelim
inary

50 < pJ
T < 100 GeV

s = 7 TeV

W±e+e�             Introduction                           Proton-Proton                                  Heavy-Ion                             Conclusions 
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The jet fragmentation function

• Jet functions can be written in terms of collinear splitting functions

+ + . . .

Kang, FR, Vitev `17

Gc(zh)• Include vacuum and in-medium terms e.g.

d�
AA!(jeth)X

dpT d⌘dzh
=

X

abc

fa ⌦ fb ⌦H
c
ab ⌦ Gmed

c (zh)

X(3872)

✦ X(3872) production in jet

JFFs for X(3872) is a powerful observable to test 
the quantum mixture scenario. 

H. Xing, 2005.xxxxx
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Summary
✦ HI collisions provide a unique opportunity to 
differentiate hadronic molecule and compact 
tetraquark scenarios for X(3872).

 

✦ X(3872) in jet is a rigorous observable to further 
test the picture of quantum mixture of 

.


✦ Please stay tuned for further simulations in HI 
and precision pQCD (NRQCD) calculations for 
X(3872) in high  . 

χc1(2p) − D0D̄*0

pT
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Thanks for your attention!


